
Summary of this presentation
How to set up your ORCID account

Slides 2-4

Required if you don’t want to report your number of citations in HAP 
yourself, but prefer that the research officer finds it on your behalf using 
your ORCID

How to link WoS Researcher ID, i.e. Publons.com with ORCID
Slides 5-6

Not necessary, but convenient for a better update of ORCID

How to access scopus.com from outside USB network
With full functionality, slides 7-13

Needed to check if Scopus sees your ORCID record corrrectly

IMPORTANT: Note that after setting up your ORCID account and 
linking it with Scopus, it takes about 2 days before Scopus starts to 
recognize your ORCID record !!!!!

Conclusion – is it a mess?
Slide 14



Setting ORCID to list your records and 

allow Scopus to access your ORCID record

Registering for an ORCiD and filling your publication record – perfect 
tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMaPkDgBhO4

Higlights from the video:

Setting public access (that will allow  the research officer Jana Meinelová to 

find out your citations) (time 1:13)

Add Works → Search & link (time 3:17)

In most cases you want to use the mass import of publications, not one by one

Connect to Scopus (time 3:34, 4:37)

This change should be visible immediately

Setting the Scopus to ORCID connection can be also invoked directly using

https://orcid.scopusfeedback.com/#/

ORCID and Scopus: Manage your author profile – alternative video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJBq0f0Qnrs



How your ORCID profile should look like

Essential 
links, see 
next slide

Your works should appear 
here (72). This number 
should exceed the number 
of your works in scopus.com 
and/or 
webofknowledge.com 
(=WoS), since ORCID can 
list even publications not 
indexed (on purpose) in the 
former databases.
The number 50 is just the 
number of records displayed 
per page, ignore. 

You can search by your 
name or ORCID here



Linking ORCID with other IDs

Scopus ID – if it is not here, Scopus can’t 

access your ORCID profile  research 
officer can’t find out your number of 
citations. No one but you can reliably 
determine your publications and citations if 
your name is not unique (e.g. Jan Novák), or 
you existed under several identities (e.g. 
married women). That’s why we need unique 
IDs, which allow us to correct our lists 
(add/remove publications) and merge/split 
identities.
Having your Scopus ID here is essential. 
You will add it by the procedure detailed in 
the movie (slide 1). It will also improve the 
update of your record by new publications.

Researcher ID has been merged with https://publons.com/ and it 

serves as WoS Researcher ID (webofknowledge.com).
To make the connection between ORCID and WoS is also useful – helps to 
keep your ORCID and WoS record updated/synchronized.
To link Researcher ID with ORCID, see next 2 slides



Linking with WoS Researcher ID – not 

necessary



Linking with WoS Researcher ID – not 

necessary

Set your link with ORCID here



Accessing Scopus from outside USB 

network

If your are already registered at Scopus, sign in 
using your registered scopus e-mail address 
and password

Works even without VPN

If you are not registered at Scopus

VPN itself does not help

Sign in using your USB identity (IDM)



Accessing Scopus from outside USB network

1

If your welcome Scopus screen looks like this, you don’t have full access. 
Proceed as indicated.



Accessing Scopus from outside USB network
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Accessing Scopus from outside USB network
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Accessing Scopus from outside USB network
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Accessing Scopus from outside USB network
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Accessing Scopus from outside USB network

7

If your Scopus screen looks like this, you have full access.

… and you can proceed to determination 

of the number of your citations based on 

your ORCID
6

… and proceed to determine your citations as described in 

https://www.prf.jcu.cz/data/files/498/530/3607citationsscopus-2017.pdf

If your ORCID search returns the error 

message shown on the right, set up 

Scopus →ORCID link in ORCID and wait 2 
days



Conclusion
Setting up your ORCID profile pays off

ORCID is your unique ID containing conjunction of various records 
(Scopus + WoS + other, even ‘softer’ sources if of interest to you)

You can use your ORCID to search for your records in Scopus and 
WoS

Note that Scopus or WoS will display only those of your ORCID 
publications, which are indexed by them

No worry about your multiple profiles or mess in Scopus or WoS – you are 
uniquely identified by ORCID

With ORCID and your correctly filled in ORCID record and link to 
Scopus, the research officer can find the number of your citations 
without self citations in the last year it on your behalf  monthly 
premium based on your scientific performance

ORCID is provided to numerous journals already during submission of 
manuscripts

Your ORCID is automatically updated and your ORCID often linked from 
your name in the electronic version of a paper

ORCID = Open Researcher and Contributor ID is an independent 
platform and hopefully becomes the leading ID of scientists


